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ABSTRACT
The Lagrangian scenario is applied both for Einstein's first and Hubert's second order Lagrangians when the field variable is the metric and when it is a rigid basis of 1 -forms. The
canonical spin pseudotensors, as the gravitational counterparts of the canonical spin tensor of the
matter fields, are introduced and it is shown that the/ play the role of superpotentiab for the
canonical energy - momentum pseudotensors. The canonical spin pseudotensors distinguishes von
Freud's and Goldberg's superpotentiab for Einstein's, and Meller's superpotential for Hubert's
Lagrangian. (For Hubert's Lagrangian there is no difference between the metric and rigid basis
descriptions.) Miller's energy • momentum pseudotensor is therefore recovered as the canonical
energy - momentum pseudotensor for Hubert's Lagrangian. The contravariant form of the canon
ical pseudotensors are shown to satisfy Belinfante - Rosenfeld type equations, furthermore their
Oclinfante • Rosenfcld combination is always the Einstein tensor. It is shown that, for first or
der Lagrangian and rigid basis description, the canonical energy - momentum, the canonical spin
and the Nocther current are tensorial quantities, and the canonical energy - momentum and spin
tensors satisfy the tentorial Belinfante - Rosenfeld equations. These tensorial quantities, however,
depend on the basis of 1 -forms we use.
The second part of the paper is the differential geometric unification and reformulation of the
previous different pseudotensorial approaches. First it is shown that, along coordinate sections,
the pull backs of the contravarianl and dual forms of Sparling's form, defined on the bundle of
linear frames L{M) over the m dimensional spacetime, are the Bergmann and the Landau - LifshiU
pseudotensors, respectively. Although the pull backs of Sparling's form along rigid sections are
not exactly the energy - momentum tensors, they are always tensorial and the pull backs of the
full Sparling equation arc always the equations expressing the canonical (pseudo) tensors by the
corresponding supcrpotcntials. A g\{m, R) valued (m - 1) form, called the spin form, is defined
on L(M), and it is shown that its pull backs are the various canonical spin (pseudo) tensors. An
exterior differential equation for the contravariant form of the spin form is derived, whose pull
backs are ju'.t the Belinfante • Rosenfeld equations for the canonical (pseudo) tensors. In terms
of the spin form a necessary and sufficient condition is found for the metric connections being
torsion free and to satisfy Einstein's equations. Finally, for any vector field on the spacetime an
(m - 1) form, called the Noether form, is defined on L(M) whose pull backs to the spacetime are
the corresponding Noether (pseudo) currents.

Л.Б. Сэбэдош; Канонические лсеедотензоры, форма Сларлинга и токи
Нетера. KFKI-1991-29/В
АННОТАЦИЯ
Канонические псевдотензоры энергетических импульсов и спиноа
• теории Эйнштейна исследуются в рамках классического формализма
Лагранжа и современной дифференциальной геометрии.

8zabado« LB.: Kanonikus pszeudotenzorok, Sparling forma és Noether áramok
KFKI 1991 29/B
KIVONAT
Az Einstein elmélet kanonikus energiaimpulzus és spin pszeudotenzorall
vizsgáljuk a klasszikus Lagrange féle és a modern differenciálgeometriai
formalizmus keretei között.

1. Introduction

In special relativistic classical Lagrangian field theories one can associate ten conserved quan
tities, namely divergence free vector fields, to the ten independent Killing vectors of Minkowski's
spacetimc [1]. As a consequence of the semi-direct sum structure of the Lie algebra of the Killing
vectors it is natural to interpret the conserved quantities as the linear and angular momenta of
the matter fields. If the spacctime is curved but it is of constant curvature then the Lie alge
bra of the Killing vectors is *o(l,4) or «0(2,3). Thus although one has ten conserved quantities
again, their interpretation as linear and angular momenta is not ob/ious, because both *o(l,4)
and «o(2,3) are semisimple and do not admit canonical "4 + 6" decomposition. If the spacetime is
not of constant curvature then the number of independent Killing vectors, and hence the number
of conserved kinematical quantities, is less than ten, e.g. zero; and, apart from exeptional cases,
their interpretation is far from being obvious.
In a pure geometric interpretation of gravity [2] the result is not surprising in the light of the
lint Noether theorem: if the spacctimc docs not admit symmetries then one cannot expect to have
conserved kinemalical quantities. In the field theoretical interpretation of gravity [3] one can say
that the matter fields together is not a closed system, they arc interacting with the gravitatior.al
field and hence the kinemalical quantities of the matter fields are not constant. One can have
conserved kinematical quantities for the matter fields only if 'he "gravitational interaction" has
symmetries, i.e. Killing vectors. Since, however, the matter and gravitational fields together can
be considered as a semi • closed system (i.e. a closed system allowing in- and out going radiation),
one may expect tc be able to associate kinemalical quantities to the gravitational field such that
they, together with those of the matter fields, be conserved [4-8]. In fact, this philosophy works for
non • gravitational matter fields on Minkowski's spacetime, where one has ten independent Killing
symmetries as symmetries of the whole material action too, and hence, using the first Noether
theorem, one can construct the conserved currents to the Killing symmetries [4-8]. Although these
conserved quantities are unique only up to a curl, there is a canonical choice to build up these
currents from the canonical energy - momentum and spin tensors of the matter fields and the
Killing vectors. These arc the canonical Noether currents. However, in the case of gravitation
оье docs not have (ten) Killing vectors and hence one cannot use the first Noether theorem to
construct the (ten) gravitational kinematical quantities. One has too few symmetries. On the
other hand any smooth vector field generates a 1 parameter group of coordinate transformations
leaving the field equations invariant and forming a subgroup of the group of general coordinate
transformations. As a consequence of the two Noether theorems one has a weak and a strong
conservation law [4-10]. Unfortunately, the conserved quantity is not detr.mined uniquely, one can
add to it a curl, and it does not seem to have a canonical choice for the "currents". Because of
the arbitrariness of the vector field, the interpretation of the conserved quantity is far from being
obvious. Now one has too many "symmetries". The most serious difficulty is, however, the non
tentorial character of both these conserved quantities and the conservation equations. One of the
most important achivements of general relativity is probably the perception that Nature must be
described in terms of absolute elements; i.e. geometric objects ("principle of general covariance").
Thus the usage of these non tensorial quantities scenu to contradict to the principle of general
covariance, and, as is written in [20], this "difficulty has led most physicists to the conclusion that
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the problem is ill-defined and the field irrelevant, density of gravitational energy is like density
of beauty of a panting". Nevertheless, in certain situations, e.g. in studying the gravitational
radiation, gravitational energy - momentum and angular - momentum like quantities would be
useful.
The present paper, whkh is intended to be the first part of a series, is devoted to the pr oL n
of linear and angular momenta in general relativity. First we consider the "orthodox" pr eudotensorial description [4-10]. To choose from the mathematically possible infinitely many different
pseudotensors we follow the scenario, of the Lagrangian formalism of fields, where we have not
only the canonical energy - momentum, but the canonical spin tensor as well [10-15]. The most
important characteristic feature of these canonical tensors is the pair of Belinfante - Rosenfeld
relations for them. In paragraph 2.1. this formalism is reviewed for tensorial matter fields and
second order Lagrangian. The Belinfante - Rosenfeld combination of the canonical tensors, the
Noether currents and the invariance properties of these objects are also considered.
In paragraph 2.2. the canonical energy - momentum and spin pseudotensors are defined for
second order Lagrangians and tensorial gravitational field variables. The notion of spin pseudotensor introduced here is belived to be new. In paragraph 2.3. and 2.4. the general scenario is applied
for Einstein's first order Lagrangian first if the gravitational field variable is the metric and then
if it is a rigid basis of 1 forms. The canonical pseudotensors for Hubert's second order Lagrangian
are considered in paragraph 2.5-, and finally, in paragraph 2.6., the Landau - Lifshitz - Goldberg
type (non canonical) pseudotensors, appearing naturally as Delinfantc • Rosenfcld combinations,
arc considered.
The appearing contradiction between these canonical gravitational quantities and the principle
of general covariancc has not been resolved. To do this one should try to find geometric objects
describing the energy - momentum and spin content of gravity. In the second part of the present
paper we deal with certain differential forms defined on the bundle of linear frames, the Sparling
form [28,29] and a so-called spin form, which we can interpret as the geometric objects we search
for. In paragraph 3.1. the differential geometric formulae we need are reviewed. Paragraph 3.2.
is devoted to the study of Sparling's form. The pull back of this form along a coordinate section
is known to be Einstein's canonical energy - momentum pseudotensor [32,33]. Here the relation
between Sparling's form and other energy - momentum pseudotensors is clarified. In paragraph
3.3, the spin form is introduced, Belinfante - Roscnfeld type equation for the spin and energy •
momentum forms are derived and the relation between the spin form and the spin pseudotensors
is clarified. Then the Nocther form is introduced on the bundle of linear frames and its pull backs
along various sections of the bundle are shown to be the various Noether pseudocurrents built
up from the canonical pseudotensors. Finally, in the last section of this paper we summarise and
discuss the results. In our following paper we will deal with the quasi local integrals of the pull
back of the Noether form, their interpretation and property [34].
Since the aim of the present paper is not only to derive new formulae for new (and old) pseudotensoria) quantities, but also to study the structure of these equations to be able to reformulate
them in the differential geometric language, some formulae will be known from the pseudotensor
literature. (Thus the first part of this paper may also be considered as a review of the canonical
pseudotensors from a specific point of view, but it is definitely more than a pure review.) But this
literature is so extensive [4-10,18-23,25,261 that it is ah.iost impossible to eile always the original
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»epen where they «ere published. Thv* wefrequentlyгейт опту to widely accepted aad well
known review articles {4-в).

3. Canonical peemdoieaaon of Einstein's theory
2.1. Сеаемсе! сасгуу-аммса1па sad spm lease» •/ atelier fields
Let M be in m dirneaeional niaanold, a a metric oa M of signature p - c , p + с = го, let V,
be the unique tomon-free covenant derivation deUrnuaed by § aad с the natural volume fa-form
associated to #; i.e. if (ж ,..., a ") ie a local coordiaate eyetem then с = yfätm ...m 4*" A.-.Ada*m miyffldx Л...Л«х-. t c . . . . . . »the totally skew Uv^CmUaymbol, t ... = 1, Greek indexes
are coordinate indexe» andforthe exterior product the convention coaapatibk with 2d» Ada* =
da « « с - аж*Ых is used. Abstract indexes wilt not be need in this paper.)
By matter adds we mean afiniteN number of tensorfieldsw"JJ;;J;, n = 1,.... N, aad the
'ДО (".•) of the nth field may depend on n. The Lagrangian far these fields is assumed not
to depend on higher than the second covenant derivatives of thefields:L = £ц,(#«#, •"JJ-^',
V,*"JJ;;^;, V,V #»Ji;;£ ). If во confusion can arise we will frequently omit the spacetime
indexes of the matter fields. For an open domain D С М having compact closure aad a field
configuration «"(a) the action functional is defined as fob,*] := f £(?•«(*),*"(«), V„t"(a),
V,V •"(«))«. The Eulcr-Lagrange expressions for the matterfields(i.e. the functional derivative
of Jp\t, *) with respect to •") arc
1
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Let r,s befixednonnegative integers. For г = * = 0 let Д* = 0, while I b r r + i / O l e t u i

(2.1.2.)

- ет^<**~4+...+« ...*í-<;.).

This is just the invariant tensor occuring in the expression of the Lie derivative L * of an (r,s)
type tensorfieldФ along the vectorfieldК in terms of the covenant derivatives:
K

Since the first term on the right hand side contains К purely algebraically while the eecond is
proportional to thefirstderivative of K, this expression may be interpreted as the splitting up of
the rate of the Lie dragging along К into afoundationaland a rotational part. (Similarly to the
spacetirne indexes of the matterfieldsthe r-h« upper and r+s lower indexes of Д ^ ^ ' ; / ; will
net in general be written out. Thus, for example, A?V,* will stand for *#;£#:;*V,*7J;;;;J;.)
By means of Д; the commutators of the »variant derivations and the covenant and Lie derivations
can be written in the following short forms:
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(V„V, - V,V )4» = Rr^, ЛЦФ
e

(2.1.4.)

fi

and
fi

l V„*

- V L * = {-Rr„.0K

K

0

+ V.Vf.A'JA;*.

K

(2.1.5.)

(Eq. (2.1.4.) sbowa that our sign convention for the curvature tensor is the same that is used in
[2,27]. The Ricci tensor is defined by A»/, := R" fi)
It will be useful to introduce the following ttnsor field:
aß

:

л

•~' =(г^-'-<г5%й '»"

+

ŐL

Using this definition, the dynamical (or symmetric) energy-momentum tensor (which is, by defini
tion, twice the functional derivative of lo\s% Ф] with respect to g»ß) takes the form:
T°0 = 2-— + Lf*+
(2.1.7.)
Let К be any vector field on M. Then

V„(LA") = L I + \L °l4
K

9

=

K9ofi

Let us define

"•-"""-(5^-*'<^>Ь*"-

(2.1.9.)

0L
а

?

Using the definitions of а" and fl",, the expression (2.1.7.) for Т° and (2.1.4.) and (2.1.5.)
both for the (г,ш) and (r,s +1) type fields Ф and У„Ф, after a rather long calculation one arrives
at
9
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and hence
J № •№»:•" + jT^bKf * = V, (*V * ' + ( * * * + » H « + 0*»*)V K,)
e

.

(2.110.)

The most important consequences of this identity are thefollowing[IMS]:
1. For the field configuration* satisfying the Euler-Legrange equations, E*[L,i) = 0, X * •
divergence free: V.T** = 0.
2. Using V . T * ' = 0 and £»[&»*) = 0 again, one obtains:
е

• Г* » •*' + V (e*** + o*»rf + в***)

(2.1.11.)

ß

Wi will call its right hand aide — the BeUnfante-Raieiifcldcc«ibmatk»of^nndo^%. Taking
its antisymmetric part and its divergence, respectively, one has
Ф+ = -V a+n

(2.1.12.)

ß

and
V,*\ - -Är„*V'.

(2.1.13.)

These will be called the algebraic and differential Bdinfante - Rosenfeld relations, respectively.
If К is any smooth vectorfieldand ft is the local 1 parameter transformation group generated
by К such that *> = H then ( £ J^mLf. • ] ) , . , = - / „ 1*Щ) = -f V (LK-)e. Thus if К is
a Killing vector and ine Eukr-Lsgrauge equations are satisfied then the infinitesimal changing of
the action integral along К is only n surface term. Its translations! part is connected toLég-Ф",
while its rotational part to a combination of the **••/••
3. For any vector field К one can form the vector field (Noether current)
D

ß

The difference С [ К ) - T"K being the divergence of an antisymmetric tensor, is identically
conserved. Since V , C [ K ) = V,(T"K,) = \T"l 9n,
the vector fields C[K\ and T"K,
themselves are conserved if К is s Killing vector. The interpretation of the conserved vector fields
£7"[K] depends not only on the Killing vector K, or possibly on the global properties of its integral
curves, but on the structure of the whole Lie algebra of the Killing vectors too. There is an
obvious and commonly accepted interpretation of these conserved quantities only in the case of
flat (Lorents) geometry, yielding the interpretation o f f , as the canonical energy-momentum and
o**ß as the canonical spin tensor» of the matter fields: The Lie algebra of the Kitting vectors is
isomorphic to the semi direct sum of R and io(l, m-l), and hence the classification of the Killing
vectors as "translations" or 'boost-rotations" comet from the structure of the Lie algebra itself.
In a Descartes coordinate system, adapted to the translation Killing vectors, the conserved vector
field associated to the "translation" Killing vector /?£ s *g is »he linear momentum C>[K ) s ^ , ,
and to the "rotation-boost" Killing vector K* ж я д 6^ - x 9,ß6i it the angular momentum
C*[K. ) ж g.,g ,(6»t'
- f»"*' - 2И"'). The last is the sum of the orbital momentum of Ф",
and some "internal" quantity: the sum of the orbital and spin angular moment». If К is only a
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conformal Killing vector then the additional property 0 = T * . = 0% + 2g ^V o^'
ensures the
conservation of C*[K] and V"K [16].
Now consider the invariance properties of the quantities introduced so far under certain trans
formations of the Lagrangian and the fields.
a. Let /" be any vector field built up from д р, the fields and possibly their first covariant
derivatives; i.e. Í* = Р (е.0,Ф ,^Ф"). Then the transformation L w i + V / leaves invariant
both the Eukr-Lagrange expressions, i.e. E [L + У <*,Ф] = £ „ [ ! , • ] , and the dynamical energy
-momentum tensor Г*', since they are functional derivatives o f / [$,•]. However, both V, and
o**ß will in general change: Since
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Similarly, T**Kp does not change if the Lagrangian is modified by a total divergence, but in
general C"[K] does.
b. Suppose that the matter fields have some internal symmetry, characterized by a Lie group
С and a linear representation of it on some N dimensional vector space V; and the matterfieldsare
either particle or gauge (connection) fields. The action of G on V mixes linearly the particle fields
* ?i.'.'.?.'• P 1>—>^> while the remaining matter fields, the connection fields, are Q -valued 1
forms А (C is the Lie algebra of G), and they transform according to the adjoint representation
of G. Let (Ar<j) be the basis of a linear representation of Q on V, Г = 1
dimG, and c £ the
structure constants. Then any gauge invariant matter Lagrangian with minimal cupling must have
P

=

т

ц

n

p

r

the form (17J: L m Lp{§. ,*'W,D,D.* )*
m

L (g ,F ^),

ß

t

o0

p

where D^

r

:= V„1

A

+

A^X^qi/Q is the spacetime-gauge covariant derivative and Fj„ := „i4£-6V<4j+c£n^£>4? is the
field strength of the connection fields. If L is gauge invariant, or it can be made gauge invariant
by adding to it a total divergence V,,/" then the dynamical energy momentum tensor T is gauge
m

aP

б

invariant too. But in general neither 9*, nor 0*% is gauge invariant. T**K is gauge invariant
also, but in general C [ K ] is not.
If the spacetime geometry is specified by a (local) Add of bans 1 forms {*£} and a constant
matrix IM for which n.» = «./A* A'» VA", € 0(v, •) then up •= К^рЧ* * • metric of p - e signa
ture and the analysis above can be repeated. The requirement of the local 0(p,f) -invariaace of the
matter Lagrangian implies I = 1т(*Ч1£'
W f c v * . * / • • » , ' J . ' ) ***** « - V » * * .
where e.g. V.»";,»; £ := У Ф»;; ; ; С . •*:; ^ Г ^ ' » ^»:- Thus Ле algebraic Bdinfonte RosoifeM equation it a consequence of the 0(j>,«) -invariance of I*,, independently of the field
equations, and hence the Belinfante - Rosenfdd combination of •*, and <r**p is symmetric. The
functional derivative 7 * . of /j>[*, +) with respect to tf* is £*%/ («1*1 + V * ( * * ' + < ^ * + < r ) )
+ £ ? £ . [ ! , *) Д;#", and hence the matter field equations imply the symmetry of T** := dJT*,»**.
Moreover, since V.T** = V.i *+Ä*y o > = EnlL,*)^,^,
the field equations imply the van
ishing of V.T**; «>d hence the differential Bdinfante • Rosenfdd equation.
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2.1. Сшшоя1Ся1 pscniotcnsors of «rsvily
The formalism described in the previous section cannot be applied for gravity in its original
form, since a sharp distinction between the field variables and the fields specifying the spacetime
geometry was needed; while for gravity these two coincide. The gravitational action is therefore
built up only from the gravitational field variables and thus one can form only its functional deriva
tive with respect to the gravitational field variables. These are the Euler- Lagrange expressions
but we do not have any gravitational counterpart of the dynamical energy momentum tensor.
Thus if we want to describe the energy- momentum (and possibly angular momentum) content of
gravity the gravitational counterpart of the canonical energy-momentum and spin tensors should
be introduced. But since

E"[R,№K§«

в

= - ( я > - iß-f-")

LKÍM

= - 2 V ((Я», - \Щ)К^
e

,

(2.2.1.)

thus, at least for Hubert's scalar Lagrangian 5^ Я of Einstein's theory, tbe comparison of the
equation above with (2.1.10.) shows that the canonical energy momentum tensor of gravity would
Ъе-lGp while the canonical spin tensor would be zero. In the weak field approximation, however,
gravity bahaves as a spin two field on Minkowski's spacetime; and hence in general non-vanishing
•pin tensor and non-symmetric canonical energy-momentum tensor would be expected. (If the
first Noether theorem were used for Hubert's gravitational action then in the big round brackets
on the right hand side Komar's expression £V«(V'jif* - VK )
would also appear [6]. However
Komar's expression is identically conserved and contains the teeond derivative of K, and hence it
cannot be considered as the spin trrm.)
ff

A formalism analogous to that described in the previous paragraph can however be devdoped
by choosing a local coordinate system and using partial derivations as torsion free flat covariant
derivations (10]. This coordinate system defines a local background geometry on which the physical
metric becomes a field, and hence the scenario of the Lagrangian field theory can be applied to it.
(Another approach is to choose a non-dynamical background metric (18] or connection (19] on M,

7

and to "covariantixe" the formalism. Although the limitation of the first, coordinate approach h>
obvious: the results are valid only in a coordinate neighbourhood, we choose this approach since
here we are interested only in local expressions, and locally all three approaches are essentially
equivalent.) This yields the so-called canonical energy-momentum and spin pseuitotensors (or
complexes) of gravity, according to the following formal prescription:
Choose a local coordinate neighbourhood U С Af with coordinates (x ,...,x )
on U and
the collection «V* of gravitational field variables. «V may be, for example, the metric tensor
$ p or a collection {0%) of basis 1 forms satisfying g u%u)f - if* for some constant matrix
if*, a,b = l,...,ra. Thefirstdescription will be called holonomic while the second anholonomic. The gravitational Lagrangian С will be assumed not to depend on higher than the
second derivatives of f W С = С{ф ,9 ф ,д, 8 ,ф )
and the gravitational action functional is
ЫФ] = / о 4 * " ( * ) . М " ( * ) Л д . ' * ( ' ) ) < * . D CM. If a is the determinant of e.s in the
coordinate system ( z
x ) then the canonical energy-momentum and spin pseudotensors, i \
and tf fi, are defined by
l
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^"'-««•(^-«Яйг )^

(2.25)

дд„д,ф
and

^•"'•={щ?^ШР^>*"

(2.2.3.)

дс

+

Щ&Ь*9Г-Ч*Г).

respectively. Assuming the gravitational field equations to hold, £„[£ + С ,ф) := 4 ^ , " ' ©V(%£$?0+ 0?d»(a£$fcr)
°»
£"* ~ vTFíbm '» considered as a function of the gravitational and matter field variables and their first and possibly the second partial derivatives, the
coordinate (or pseudo) divergence of (2.2.2.) is
т

Ä

W , l c r c

:

M>/i7K) = OC*W =
=

{22Л)

п

-€ [С ,ф]дуф .
п

т

But the functional derivative С [С „ф) í» essentially the dynamical energy-momentum tensor of
the matter fields, thus, assuming the matter field equations to hold, onefinallyhas
п

п

0

This equation implies the existence of a so-called superpotential U^"° = U«,^ ' such that
e

y/\7\{t'* + T\) = \do U, " .

(2.2.6.)

In the theory of pseudotensors of general relativity [4-10,18,20,21,25,26] one usually starts with
a more or less ad hoc superpotential, built up from the gravitational field variables, and using
Einstein's equations кТ „ = C „ := R" - \Щ one defines the energy-momentum pseudotensor
by eq,(2.2.6,). But now one has as many pseudotensors as the equivalence classes of U^°*"s, where
и

v

Л

U aad U are equivalent if U**» - Ű * • * = Ь У " tor some V "~ = V '*~l = К,>»+\ТЬмв in the
tea of paeadcteasora it is r.Uher difficnlt to find which paeadoteaeo» niey have paytkal significance
(if nay)- " ~ **'— — ' '*~ * ~ i — r ~ f—nr*Tm т%л—r m t j lit rnnaiitiiid m a srlnlioa mU
to chooM from the mathematkally possible patodoUwon. This ж the reaaoa why we prefer Una
approach of pseadotensors and consider only the so-called canonical ones.
Г

, л

i L
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t
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v

If the gravitational lagrangian is modified и £»-»£ + 0,1» for none Г = /'(еЛ V ) . then
1% and **•* will in general change according to

VT7K ~ vfTK+^<5 - J£*v*v - щ?м,*-(2.2.7.)
a

M

-5 '([e^-«o^] ")
vTTi»"-* - TíTk", + | £ * í * " + ^ л ; « ^
'*<&

+ $&»*+

<"*>

Mfe-щЙ*'')The price we have to pay for Сл construction is the non tentorial character of these quantities,
they are highly coordinate dependent. Became of the noncommutativity of partial derivations
with index risings and lowering*, it will not always be trivial which quantities will be useful. For
example an equation may be extremly complicated if соvariant indexes are used, while remarkably
simple in its contravariant form.
In the next paragraphs the canonical pseudotensors of Einstein's theory, bawd fint en Ein
stein's first order and then Hubert's second order Lagrangian, will be studied both in Ьокмюпж
and anholonomic descriptions.

f. J. Eintttin'i p$eniolcn$or$ in holonomic ietcriptiem
The gravitational field variables are the components g*p of the metric in a fixed coordinate
system (**, ...,«•") and Einstein'* Lagrangian is

Cm •• = £ {я>/|71 - д> (v/ÍTIW - f'T%)) } =
= £v47V4r$,r;,-r; r;,),

(2.3.1.)

r

where i c > 0 i i Einstein'sgravitational constant. For later convenience let us define

Thus 2кСв » Ry/\7]~Wand (2.3.1.)-

Einstein's energy-momentum pseudotensor [10] it defined by (2.2.2.)

e

= лЛ7Т{«?(г^г^ - г ^ И + * ' r ; , r j , -

(2-зл)

afiyt

aPyi

gffi can be recovered from P. von Freud's superpotential [4-8,10]: If H
:=| g ) G
:=
I f I {Я* 1 * - 9**9**) - which is called the Landau- Lifshitz superpotential - then von Freud's
superpotential is defined by
1

9

Vlfl

a

(2.3.4.)

e/

tt

Trivially U , ' = f U , í 4, ^Ü^A = 0 and U, ' = (m - 2 ) f . Now the so-called von FVeud
equation is
f

r

e

Í\AT\iC°0 + KBl'ß) = e V Ц, ".

(2.3.5.)

Because of the antisymmetry of r U, "^ (2.3.5.) implies the pseudo divergence equation Ő [\/\§ |
{G"p + KBI'D)) = 0. Since 0 0/> = &V&» this pseudo divergence equation looks like as the
differential Delinfante - Rosenfeld equation. BÍ°0 does not determine the superpotential uniquely:
p Ufl •" and Up " +d№*
belong to the same pseudotensor, i* , for any V *' = V> b l
= Vp*, which therefore has the symmetry V
= V b*A.
Using definiton (2.2.3.) wc introduce the canonical spin pseudotensor:
a

e

e

a

f

B

ß

e

Mr

ß

ouv

ß

ß

«Я^*

(2.3.6.)
1

= N/ÍTÍ {да»* ' - 9*'r„)+rr' ,+wn,
ß

- ъг'т%) •

This spin pseudotensor and von Freud'я superpotential are not quite in» . mdent since their sum
is a total coordinate divergence:

/ i—

N

(2.3.7.)

Thus although the canonical energy-momentum pseudotensor determines only a class of superpo»
tentiab and does not specify any element of this class, the canonical spin pseudotensor doe* single
out uniquely a superpotential: Since for Ц»""" := \J\T\gp,G
one has tyl H s 0, thus the
superpotential that the canonical spin pseudotensor specifies is just the von FVeud superpotential,
r Up "" therefore has distinguished role among the superpotentialt associated to ßt"p. However,
although for general Vp » = V M the sum p Up °" + d V *» is not antisymmetric in a and /i,
and hence it i. not a superpotcntial in the strict sense, but its ^-divergence is just the right hand
side of (2.35). Thus it can be considered as a superpotential in a more general sense. (The Landau
fvt,v

a

v

a

e

¥

ß

¥

10

ß

- Lifsfaits superpoteatiat is not auperpotential in either tente, but because of historical reasons m.
retain this terminology.) In this tente the canonical spin pteudotensor it a superpotential for the
canonical energy-momentum pseudotensor:

VÍ7Í(<7"* + KB*',) = -*„ («vTfU«"*) -

(2-ЗЛ.)

It it a remarkable property of (2.3.8.) that it contains only canonically defined quantities. In the
classical Lagrangian theory of matterfieldsthe canonical energy momentum tensor is not a source
of the canonical spin tensor, one has only the algebraic Belinfante - Roaenfeld equation (2.1.12.).
Thus the fact that the (pteudo)source of the canonical spin pseudotensor is the canonical energy
momentum pseudotensor teems to be a characteristic feature of gravity. Although the definition
(2.3.6.) and the equations (2.3.7.), (2.3.8.) appeared in the literature [20,22] but it was not
identified at the canonical spin pseudotensor of gravity, ßfp was introduced only at a useful
auxiliary quantity.
Recalling the noncommutativity of partial derivation and index rising, the antisymmetric part
of(2.3.8.),

л/ГТТ (*«"' - et"*) = -а, {у/\7\в*%) <Р+B (у/\Т\в**,) г .

(2.3.9.)

ß

takes just the form of the algebraic Belinfante • Rosenfeld equation (2.1.12.). To transform (2.3.9.)
to the usual form of the algebraic Belinfante • Rosenfeld equation, the contravariant form of the
energy momentum and »pin pseudotensora are needed.
First consider the contravariantformof в^"р- In general £<*' := £t%$** » not symmetric,
and, since partial derivation and index rising do not commute, 2^/[71 {G°* + «£(*') is not dadivergence free. But from von Freud's equation we have
2у/й\

(G«' + к Г')
Б

e

= &,(/', U, ") - V r U, •".

Therefore if we define

2/Ы
9

1

= \{*° OW - г;,г;,) * + Го' *'^« + r ^ / v ' -

. .ю.)

#

+ f'r%W

+ fr^W

(2 3

+ a-T^rV - f^Ké?*}

then we obtain
eí

e

2 v / Ы ( G + к 0°<>) * д, (g»r U, " ) .

(2.3.11.)

е

The pseudotensor вО"" » therefore associated to the contravariant form of von Freud's superpoten
tial, and hence we have the (pscudo)divergence equation d„ [y/\T\{ß
+ *в0* )) 0. Therefore
we would have to consider д0°* as the "true" contravariant form of Einstein's canonical energy
momentum pseudotensor instead of g<*'. This is just the pseudotensor known as Bergmann'»
aß

11

р

s

fi

eaergy-momentum paeudotensor [18,23]. ß0* is a quadratic expression of the Christoflei symbols
and contains only the first partial derivatives of the metric.
£0*" is not symmetric cither, because

4« ДО = ?* ( "rtf
Д

9

- j/»r; r% -

t

9"v%Ti +/T^r:,).

¥

t

Taking the antisymmetric part of (2.3.11.) and using pip**! = 0 we obtain an equation for « 4 * 4 :
4 * > / Ы Д О = 8, tf'F U, "> - f'r
Б

{лП

U, " ) =

e

If we defined 2к^/\д~\в^

•'= - V " # - U , ' then (2.3.12.) would take the form

J\7~\ № = -Ő„ ( V I T I B H - « ) ,

(2.3.13.)

B

which looks like as the algebraic Bclinfanlc - Roscnicld equation (2.1.12.). (The analogy with
aß ,

(2.1.12.) could be made closer observing that 4 к Д О = 6 (-h9»(\Ä9~\G ' ')\,
в

, в Я

ß

о0

«nee with

ri fí

АкуДГ\ * * := -д,{\/\Г\С >"')
wc would have Д О = -dp ' ' However the coeffitíent
y/\g\ appears now naturally and the structure of the equations suggest to retain those forms of
equations that contain y/\ g |.)
For the contravariant form of the spin pseudolensor we define
В

E

оР

2ку/\Г\Е^ •• = 2ку/\Т\в^ + yfW^^W-

ÓV (vTTlG*"") =

Then the contravariant form of equation (2.3.8.) is
y/\7\(C?°" + к 0°0) = -d„ (sfiTlW*')

.

в

0

ß

ßa

(2.3.15.)

e

The antisymmetric part of £<r" *, \U<''"' - E(r" ), is just £<r"l 1 introduced earlier, while
the antisymmetric part of (2.3.15.), the contravariant form of (2.3.8.), is just (2.3.12.). Trivially,
gcr»** = o^ V and в<№°Я = 0. However, (2.3.8.) deos not determine в**"* uniquely: we can
add to Be*"* a total pscudodivcrgence d V* » , V*"»" = V**"J, such that (2.3.15.) remains
the same. We discuss the effect of this freedom in paragraph 2.6.
In the classical La<rrangian theory of matter fields the Belinfante • Rosenfeld combination of
0 * and ff is a gauge invariant tensor field which, moreover, does not depend on total divergences
added to the Lagrangian. It might therefore be interesting to see what is the Belinfante - Rosenfeld
combination of the canonical energy momentum and spin pseudotensors. It is
a

B

a

¥

¥

a

Maß

]

а

\А7\В0°" + д„ (N/ÍTÍ [В*** + В^" + В^ ">] ) =
01

(2.3.16.)
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Thus, surprisingly enough at first sight, the Belinfante - Rosenfeld combination of the highly co
ordinate dependent objects £0"* and E**"* » tensorial, i.e. gauge (coordinate) independent;
moreover, since the Einstein tensor is an Eulet - Lagrange expression, it does not depend on total
(pseudo)divergences added to the gravitational Lagrangian. However, these were the most remark
able properties of the Bdinfante • Roscnfeld combinations of the canonical energy • momentum and
spin tensors in the theory of matter fields. It is interesting that, apart from the factor y/\g\, this
Bdinfantc - Roscnfcld combination is just the tensor that the covariant analysis at the beginning
of the previous section suggested as the gravitational energy - momentum tensor.
For any vector field К one can form the following pscudocurrent:
BCIK]

ßA

: = 0"K.

+ ( Е И - Я + °'*

E

= VK.

+ во^дЛ'р

B

=

+ Befc^YLKß

B

- ^ ' '

A

'

+

=

=
(

^ '

/

V

( 2

'

V

U

' ' '

3

1 7

j

)

The sum y/\ g | ( \ ß C ( K ] + G* K*), being the coordinate divergence of an antisymmetric quantity, is identically pscudocon ervcel, and %I\"r U "' is the corresponding superpotential. Since
¥

0

«Л (v^71eC"[K]) = -&> (vTSnc-'AV) =
,
'
= -SN/ÍTIG'-XKÍ,,
X

(2.3.18.)

the pscudocurrent y/\ g | c C [ K ] is pscudoconscrvcd in vacuum, but for general Einstein tensor
y/| g |eC"[K] is pseudo-conserved iff К is a Killing symmetry of the geometry. Then е С [ К ] and
G*'K arc conserved separately. \J\ g | £ C ( K ] is pseudoconscrved even if К is only a conformal
Killing vector provided the scalar curvature of the spacetime vanishes. This result is in accordance
with our physical picture: the sum of the gravitational and matter Nocther (pseudo)currents is
pseudoconscrved, and the gravitational and matter pscudocurrcnts arc conserved separately only
if they are associated to asymmetry of the "gravitational interaction".
It might be interesting to note that rq (2.3 17.) can be rewritten in the following form
¥

2y/\T\ [G»K.

T

+ *ßC(K]) = 0„ ( v ^ T K ^ A " - VA*,) + - / Р = Л ( | 0 I C " ' A ' ) ) , (2.3.19.)
7

where the first term on the right hand side is the familiar tensorial superpotential of Kimar (21).
The vector fields satisfying д Кр) = О arc thought to have distinguished role in the theory of
pseudotensors since the associated t C"(K] arc considered to be the energy-momentum and total
angular momentum pscudocurrcnls. In fact, д^1\„\ = 0 has \m(m + 1) independent solutions: m
coordinate translations 1<° - Л£ (о is the "name index") and ^m{m - 1) coordinate rotations:
K°* = x i j j - **й£. For the coordinate translations (2.3.17.) is just the contravariant form of the
von Freud equation (2.3.11), but for the coordinate rotation K° (2.3.17.) takes the form
(а

-

e

fi

2N/Ы

where А/'""' := С'К*"

(A/"«" + N / I " > ) = д. (* V r U, "" - x W
0

£

e

U, "') ,

(2.3.20)

в

= G""x - С х ' and
0

afi

lift'"' := eC[K ]

= P'*'
B

13

а

- EO""*" - 2кв^ \

(2.3.21.)

the so-called total angular momentum pseudotensor. One can see that, in fact, so*"* plays the
role of the spin part of the total angular momentum. The superpotential JCj'j'V U, '*', the right
hand side of (2.3.20), is just the angular momentum superpotential of Bergmann and Thomson
[23], introduced in a rather heuristic way.
The equation с\»/С,) — 0 can be thought of as the Killing equation in a local flat geometry
(U,4ep) where (x , ...,x ) are Descartes coordinates. To specify a wider class of vector fields K*
one can relax the Killing equation e.g. to the conformal Killing equation Ö(„K ) = |<*>Пр*. For
m ф 2 its new solutions are the so-called special conformal Killing vectors, or rather 1-forms:
CJ = 2x"x T) - x'x*n 6° (or is the "name index") and the dilatation: D? = x'n ; and the
corresponding pseudocurrents can be called conformal pseudocurrents. Another possible weakening
of d{ K,) = 0 may be to*.require only d^,...d^K,f
= 0 for some * 6 N. The dilatation is its
solution for k = 2 and the special conformal Kilting 1 forms for k = 3.
1

m

r

P

Plt

n

fß

0

t.4- Einstein's pseudotensors in anholonomic description
In the anholonomic description the gravitational field variables are local basis 1-forms {rfj)
defined on an open domain U CM, and normalized by
üaß = * # * » .

(2.4.1.)

where n * is a constant matrix (see e.g. [24]). Let {£?} be local basis vectors on U such that
{£?} and {#£} are dual bases:
e

The structure functions c', on U are defined by
(E ,B,]=c;,B .
r

(2.4.2.)

4

Then trivially c«, = E?E?(d 4% - d 0J) and du' = -\с'„<Г Л0*.
Ricci'» rotational coeffitients are defined by
fi

e

e

7?»:=(ö ,VE E»> = - V , ^ ; £ f .
f

Because of the metric compatibility of the connection n -i* — - n 7 * , ,
ishing of the torsion
at

b

tf

a n i

* because of the van

and
7?» = 5 (tf» + ifc'vl»

+

rt^/r)

-

The components of the curvature and Ricci tensors in the bases {£?) and {0J) are

14

where the etroke denotes partial directional derivative: у*ц :~ Efd y*.
с

м

Ä = 4 (-2-&М + lWn -

a

The ccalar curvature is

Mé).

and thus

y/ÍT\R= - 2 ^ 4 ( X / Í 7 Í £ ? ^ ) + У/ЫЫЧЫ'-УЫ.'Г)

=

= - 2 « f 4 (ИТ^ГтЬ) +

(2.U.)

+ v 4 7 V (<ríé - 5 < A - jc^eí,»*V.)
In the anholonomic description the Lagrangian is chooscn to be [24]
C.B := ^ И 7 1 (frk<i - \<T*O - Jc;»c* »4.) »"•
r4

(2 4.4.)

w4

Apart from the y/\g\ factor, this is scalar, but, of course, not 0{p, o) -gauge invariant. The
canonical energy-momentum pseudotensor derived from С,в is

+ яде* (W+(*;*•; - ъьмЫ^ЕгЛ.
This energy-momentum pseudotensor can be derived from Goldberg's euperpotential [8]:

2\/Ы(<Л»+ «.««%) ^ c U , * * ,

(2.4.6.)

where

Trivially, a Uj •» = о U, M , u , • ' s (m - 2)./*, where ,/» я -2H7V"£»??f «• »be vector
density whose coordinate divergence has been left from y/fg~\R to obtain the Lagrangian. It might
be worth noting that Goldberg's super potential, apart from y/\J],» »tensorfieldbut it, of course,
depends on thefieldof basis 1-forms; i.e. a Uß " » not 0(p, e>gauge invariant, о Up " can be
derived from the "square-root" of the Landau-Libhiti superpotential: If
0

e

e

»I! ••= ^\/Ы<1еИ|.>;|| ( f ? £ f - E№)
Я

then H*J ш ЯЙ s Я $ , нЯнХчГчР

(2.4Л.)

= Я " * ' and

о U„ • ' = * „ ( я ; / У У & Я Д ' + Я« W & <
16

- HfrffWdrH»).

(2.4.9.)

The. contravariant form of »в^р »

Mil
М

= {я'" ЬнУы - УлТы) «? +

( 2 4

1 0 )

+ (т:*тн - tűnik - YrkiU + iMtmnf* + T»I£) i*V*£Tfif+
for which
2VÍ71 (G* + *.***') = оэ ( / ' c U, •») .

(2.4.11.)

Neither *в1°* nor ,£0"' is symmetric: Talcing the antisymmetric part of (2.4.10.) we obtain
001

2ку/\7\.в<*

= \д y>' U, •" - *'c U, * ) .
т

Therefore if we defined 4<е Д7Т • e » "

Iefl

G

9

а

:= 9 'с U , * • - «*' U, •*• then we would have yJ[T\

>

c

«а*** -ő„(v471.eH-fl).
8

The canonical spin pseudolcnsor is defined by (2.2.3.) and (2.4.4.):

r

= -ly/hi {-itrff+«?*; - *;«>n*iiv) * * * « =

{ 2 A i 2 )

i.e. the anholonomic canonical spin pseudolcnsor is just the Goldberg superpotential. Thus
y/lTUCp

a

+ K t p)
tE

= -ő„ ( K N / Í T U O )

(2.4.13.)

and hence
а

\/и\(С 1'

,1

,,ар

+ к.в<Г ') = -{>г(ку/Ь\.в» )-

'

(2.4.14.)

(2.4.13.) has just the same structure as (2.3.8), it is a relation between canonically defined quan
tities. шв»' р i» tensor, and (2.4.14.) suggests to define the covariant form of »в^'р simply
by
л

.£*""> := .в*"" = - £ - U = / '

ö

U, •",

(2.4.15.)

and therefore one has
01

>/|7Í(С" + к <Г') = -d„ (ny/iTbe*" ')
вЕ

a

•

(24.16.)

The antisymmetric part of •JB''"^ i» just Eff^ ^ introduced above and the antisymmetric part
of (2.4.16.) looks like as the algebraic Belinfante - Rcvenfcld equation.
e
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One can form the BeKnfamte - Roaenfdd combination of «*#•' and »в**** which, «a one
could expect, it Just —i>/|* I timet the Einstein tensor again.
One can form the Noethct pacudocMrrent:
^C^IK}: = ^ ^ А ' + ^ - Я + ***>* + .*•*•')) д К, =
г

и

= вР*К* + иВ*Р**й Кр —
л

(2.4.17.)

т

The pteudocwrent >/ÍTÍ(««JtC''[K) + C K , ) is pseudoconserved again; and x/iTUeCßt) and
GF*K are conserved in themselves iff K* is a KilEng vector of the spacetime geometry. One can
again introduce the angular momentum pseudocwrents just in the same way we have done in the
Inlonomic description.
Since Goldberg's superpotential, apart from the y/[§~\ factor, is a tensor, we can rewrite our
equations in «»variant form. If
W

c

V,-:=-j±= U,-»'

(2.4.20.)

c

vm
then (2.4.6.) is equivalent to
2 (С*, + K. l*„) = d, V, "> + -jL=d
>/\9\
B

G

v f f l c V, " =

ß

(2.4 .21.)

^ „ c V ^ + r^cV,-".
Thus if we define
(2.4.22.)

which is a tensor ßeli, and we recall that AE* ™* •= твс'"'р = •£'"% is also tensorfieldthen
we have
1

o

C% + K 0
AE

ß

= -KV,, ^'' .
AE

ß

(2.4.23.)

This implies the covenant

лв^^-Чглв,*»

(2.4.24.)
1

ЧолвРр = -Я^лв*» '

(2.4.26.)

Delinfantc - Rosenfeld equations. The covarianl Delinfante - Rosenfeld combination of лжО"* *nd
AB*"** •» ~i<7*'»variant Noether current associated to К it
T n e

двС[К]: = ABO"*, + (двИ-Я + ,*чг-1Ы + Ава*'*) V.A', =

= -V'Jf, + ^(A"oV,'").
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But since

w

* , ( К " У " ) = Ö , ( / f c V ^ ' ) + r ^ A " c V ^ ' + r ^ K " V ^ = 4 = i , ( Ä ' c U , ) , (2.4.27.)
в

г

6

r

the Noether pceudocurrent ,EC"[K] coincides with / с С [ К ] , and hence it is, in fact, a true
weeUrfield.However, лвО**, AB<r** and the Noeiher current деС[К] itself are 0(p, q) gauge
dependent. This gauge dependence is not surprising, since, e.g. in electrodynamics, neither the
canonical tensors nor the Noether currents are gauge invariant.
ß

1.5. Mßlhr's pscmiatensors
First consider the holonomk description. Now the gravitationalfieldvariables are the metric
components again but the Lagrangian is Hubert's second order scalar Lagrangian:

2 К

,

(25.1.)

= ££+£*,/',
where Св and /' are given by (2.3.1.) and (2.32), respectively. The canonical energy- momentum
pteudotensor can be calculated using (2.2.6): Since

^

= 7(<V-ÍV'-ÍV') +

and
1

1>

а

щ^ = jvfTKí'V + д"д "'-2д' д >),
the energy-momentum pseudotensor, ц1°р< •»
(2.5.2.)

о

= >/ы(щ+д 'т;,, -9"г%*).
0

Using у U, °> = (m - 2)/° and (2.3.5.) one has

2v47Í(G% + Kuffi) = д„ ( , U, •" - ^ ,

U, •'*$ + j

^ U, *'í?) .

(2.5.3.)

However, the superpotentiat on the right hand side is just M0ller's superpotential [20]:
(2.5.4.)

18

and hence we could recover Mailer's energy-momentum peeudotensor, originally defined by (2.5 J.)
for m = 4, as the canonical energy-momentum peeudotensor for Hubert's Lagrangian. The con
travariant form of jf t** is defined by
е

e

2*лЛ7]м0*' : = 2icvT7UfI " + «1У'м U, " =
- 2« у/ЫвГ> + d («•'*• - fr),

i

2

Ä

A

)

ß

for which
2>/ÍTl (С"" + «**•') = в, (*"* U, •").

(2.5-в.)

The canonical spin peeudotensor can be calculated from (2.2.8.), (2.3.2.) and (2.3Л.):

7

в

= >/í71{<; (г?,* ' - *"т:,)+«"г*,+*> т^ - 2,-т*,}.
This implies
в

,в

2»%/ГЛл/«" /» + м V* •" • 2« Д71я«' * + f Us •" ж
t ,—
\
= д,(у/\Г\С'»'д*),

(2.5.8.)

y/\T\{G° + K t%) = -кО„ (И71л#«'•,) -

(25.9.)

%

and hence
fi

M

The structure of this equation is simile: to that of eq.(2.3.8-)- The contravariant form of м$?*р is
defined by
0

IKS/MHO* '

: = 2 * y A T W - fd. (у/ЫС*»"*,,) =

( J

,

w > )

andfinallyone has
y/u\{G« + K P') = -кд, (y/lTW)

•

U

(25.11.)

Its antisymmetric part is a Bdinfante - Rosenfeld type equation. (2.5.11.) does not specify MO»*
uniquely: yJ\T\u^
+ d,V>**' also satisfies (2.5.11.) for any K ' " = V * M .
The Belinfante • Rosenfeld combination of цО*' »"d м в * ' is, essentially, the Einstein tensor
again:
9

9

e

в

The Noether pseudocurrent constructed from the Meiler pseudotensors is:
в Я

I W

M

MC"IK]:» л,*""*, + ( > И + * » * + * ^ ^ д К =
1 +
1
-U
» '
);
в

4^ 2^'<*'" '"
10

0

2

( -

512

-)

and. hence \/ПП(*л/C[K] + G^'K,) is always pseudoconserved. In contrast to вС[К\ от
ахСрС], this pseudocurrent contains the second derivative of the metric too. (2.5.12.) can
also be written in the form containing Komar's superpotential:

+ К>Г - K'l" + -±=;d

t

(| я I

G^*K )).
y

As a consequence the difference of the Noether pseudocurrents bui't up from Mailer's and Einstein's
pseudotenson, respectively, is identically pseudoconserved. As ÍJ expected, y/{g |д* C [ K ] and
y/\ 9 \ß**K are pseudoconserved if К is a Killing vector.
In the anholonomic description the Lagrangian is £ times the right hand side of eq.(2.4.3.),
and hence the canonical energy-momentum pscudolcnsor, ul p, can be calculated using (2.2.7.)
and (2.4.5):
9

a

e

(2.5.13.)
This implies
e

2 v 4 7 T ( C , + к . м О ) = d„
/

Up *",

aM

(2.5.14.)

where

a

.A/ Ц, °" = a Up •* + b pV - 6p° + s/Mtf'Ei

- <TEt)Op*t =

= vTTltt*^ - ГЪЪЪ + f'fW,
= H 7 V V'fft** - d,g,p) = Ve •",

- drfWp) =

(25.15.)

M

and hence
.мРр = Mt"p.

(2.5.16.)

The canonical spin pseudotensor can be calculated using (2.2.8.) and (2.4.12):

2ку/\Г\ ,^
вМ

0

a

=-

aM

Up " + д (х/ГЛс-""^) = 2 « N / Í 7 U ' ' " V
¥

(25.17.)

Thus both the canonical energy - momentum and «pin pseudotensors in the anholonomic descrip
tion coincide with the corresponding pseudotensors calculated in the holonomic description; and
therefore all the quantities built up from мО"р and м» р coincide with those built up from иО"р
and »M^'fi>>а

а

2.5. Landau - Lifahitz • Goldberg type puudolcnsor»
20

In the previous three paragraphs we saw that the canonical spin pseudotensora single out
superpotentials for the canonical energy - momentum pseudotensors from the mathematically pos
sible collection of superpotentials. Thus although in general the contravariant forms 9 * of the
canonical energy - momentum pseudotensors depend not only on t"p, but the superpotential we
use also, the contravariant f *s 0*' we defined in (2.3.10), (2.4.10.) and (2.5.5.) are distin
guished because the superpow ttials we used are distinguished by the spin pseudotensors. Since
the equations (2.3.5.), (2.4.6.) and (2.5.3.), by means of which the contravariant forms 0° have
been defined, contain t°p algebraically, 0 is uniquely defined by l"p and the superpotentials.
(We do not use here the indexes E, aE, A/,... etc., since the formulae we will have hold for any of
the three cases we considered in the previous paragraphs.)
However, the contravariant form e "' of the canonical spin pseudotensors are not uniquely
determined even if we have preferred superpotentials, since the equations (2.3.8.), (2.4.13.) and
(2.5.9.), by means of which o*"* was defined, contain only the divergence о1у/\Т\ш^0. Thus in
the definition o{o
we have the freedom
a

p

afi

t

fi

pal>

„ff _

1

0

ßai

0»°* := a " +

\==d V "'',
(2.6.1.)
2« У/\ 9 I
where V**»* = V^i""! is arbitrary. Although for V *»* = 0 the pseudoteneors.a' ' are just the
contravariant forms of the distinguished superpotentials, supporting our opinion that V*"'"' = 0
is the "right" choice, we should consider the effect of the freedom (2.6.1.).
The Belinfante - Rosenfeld combination of 0 and a»"* is
¥

0

,e

aß

е

1

v

]

M

«0 ' + кдр (х/ыИ*" + *° " +** )) =
l

ч

(2-6.2.)

The second term on the right hand side is just the combination by means of which Goldberg's
infinite series of Landau - Lifshitz type pseudotensors is defined. Recall [25] that for any fixed
к € П. Goldberg's 2Jcth symmetric pseudotensor, c'(»)> ' defined by
s

l

| , |*+» ( C + K c i g , ) := -d„dr(\ О Г * С " " ) .

(2.Ь.З.)

afi

For it = 0 this is known as the Landau • Lifshilz pseudotcnsor [26]: n.t
:= a^y Thus for a
general V "' the Delinfante • Roscnfeld combination is not expected to be tensorial. In fact, rather
long but simple calculations show that 'he Bclinfantc - Rosenfcld combination can be tensorial only
if the second term on the right hand side of (2.6.2.) vanishes. This is equivalent to the existence
of a five index quantity Z " = ZC^ " = Z «"")' = ^ " " Mforwhich
fia>

afil>

ylap'.ßr)

1

+

0

ylMlH + yloWrt

1

+

1

y\ß»i.o»\ - Q z"* " '.
01

(2.6.4.)

This gives restrictions for certain irreducible parts of the general V" ". Thus although the
requirement of the tensorial character of the Dclinfantc - Roscnfeld combination does not rule
out completely the freedom (2.6.1.), as for example the left hand side of cq.(2.6.4.) vanishes for a
completely skew V* "', this result gives a partial support of our choice V*"" = 0 in the definition
of <r" '. For the other natural choice -\y/\T\C
in the definitions (2.3.14.) and (2,5.10.) the
Belinfante - Rosenfeld combination (2.6.2.) is just Golgbcrg's -1th pseudotensor; i.e. ci°f,) can
naturally be recovered as a Belinfante - Rosenfcld combination.
1

e

9at,¥
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.3. Energy • momentum and spin forms on L(M)

3.1. Metrie connection on L(M)
Let ЦМ) be the linear frame bundle over hi, {e\), i - l,...,m, be the standard bask for
K i.e. ék a (0,...,0,li,0, ..,0) and • = 0*4 the canonical R"» -valued 1-form on ЦМ). (For
the differential geometric preliminaries see, for example, [27].) The metric § and the volume form
с of M define a set of functions on L(M). If, for example, w = (p, {£•}) € ЦМ); Í A « á t basis
{E.} at T,M, then #*»(») := 0,( *. ») and e„....„(»») := c,(E ,...,E, ). One can define §•»
and с*'-•- too, for which/.,....,,,„...,,.£»• »'«'•• - • - = (-)•("» - r)»»j »;.
For any r = 0,l,...,m let (28,29]
M

t

E

E

ai

m

:::

E.,...., ;=

(та

^ е . . . . ^ , . . . . , Г ' * » Л... А Г - .
г)!

ц

г

(3.1.1.)

It is a tensorial (m - r) form on ЦМ), transforming according to the rth exterior power of the
contragredient representation of GL(m, R). If r = 0 then this is just E := ^fCt,...*.^* A ...hi*-,
while for r = m this is the fanction e«,...... One can easily verify that
+

0* A E„. .., = ( - r H , E . , . . . . , .
r

(3.12.)

Let w*j be a connection 1-form on L(M) compatible with the metric o. The structure equations
for the torsion 2* and curvature 2-form 0% are

в

Е = М* + и%Л&

(3.1.3)

П*» s dw*» + w \ Aw*».

(3.1.4)

If index lowering and rising are defined by д,ь and *•*, e.g: w„» := 0*«w*», then the condition of
metric compatibility is
di«»=w,»+w»„.

(3.1.5.)

This implies de«,...«. = c.,...« u»' and, in general,
m

#

r

dE.,... = ? A E „ . . . . . . - ( - ) » V , . , AE.,....,,..
#r

(3.1 Л.)

The first and the second Biar.chi identities :
,

dE•sn^ЛÍ -«^лE
#

,

dfl » s П \ Aw«» -u>\ Afl*».

(3.1.7)
(3.1.8)

Because of the metric compatibility, fl » := 0«íl*» = -П» . In this formalism Einstein's tensor,
<Pf :я Jfy - \Щ, is given by
e

в

-if^AEw-CE,.
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(3.1.9.)

The curvature tensor can be expressed by horisontal m -forms:
n* AE
l

i J

= Ä

e
N 4

E

(3110.)

>

and hence both the Ricci tensor and the curvature scalar can also:
- П ^ Л Б . = Я*<Е

(3.1.11.)

а

and

=ie!(w*»AE*) - w \ A w « » A E » + w ' » A S « A E » « ,
e

#

(3.112)

respectively.
A local section s : V ^* ЦМ) is afield of basis vectors {E») on V. (More precisely, the vector
E . at p € U » the dement s(p)(f«) of the vector bundle ЦМ), associated to *(p) € ЦМ) and
Í . 6 R ) The pull back **(»") is a field of basis 1-forms on V, dual to the vector basis. The
structure coeffitients of the section is the collection {c?,} of functions defined on V by [Е,.«%] =
ef.Ee. * is called coordinate or holonomic section if there is a coordinate system (*•*, ...,*"*) on
U such that E« s jjr, a = l,...,m, and then **(*") = dx*. $ is a coordinate section iff cj, = 0.
s is called rigid or anbotonomk with respect to the metric § if for the pull backs tf* := #*(í")
and for some constant matrix ?•» we have # = 0* ф 0*n«»- The pull back **(w°») is a f/(m,R)
-valued 1-form on I/, thus it can be exprcsser< in the naturally defined basis of 1-forms {«*(*")}:
**(<"*») = *>%$'($'). If s is a coordinaU section then Г%, defined by **(w*») = l?,eV, are the
usual Christoffel symbols; while if a is a rigid section then y* , defined by •*(«•»•») s l'^, •** Л*
Ricci rotation coeffitients. Twice the pull back of the curvature form is just the curvature tensor:
2**(П%) = Н*^,$ (0 )Лш (в>). Since the pull back **(£) is the volume form on Mi, the pull back
of £П** Л E«» give* Hubert'* Lagrangian. It i* given in the holonornic/anholonomic description if
s is a holoDomic/anholonorrac section. The pull back of d («** Л E.») gives the total divergence left
from Hubert's Lagrangian, thus Einstein's Lagrangian in the holonomic/anholonomic description
is the pull back rf-^jw". Aw** A E.» along a holonomic/anholonomic section of ЦМ).
m

t

,

г

ф

S.t. Sperling Ifpe form» on ЦМ)
Let u* define the Nester - Witten form as
и,:=-^'»ЛЕ,.».

(3.2.1.)

(This form appeared first in its spinorial form by means of which Nester (30] could give a simple
proof of Witten'* energy posilivity theorem (31]. In its tensorial form щ was introduced by Sparling
[26]; and for m dimension* щ was defined in [29].) щ и an R e v a l u e d pseudotensorial (m - 2)form which transforms According to the contragredient representation of GL{m,K). It* exterior
derivative i*
-

cfu, = - i f i * » Л Ъ* + \z* Л w » A E,.»« +1,,
where
23

(3.2.2)

U « - 5, (w*i Aw** .Л, E„»
_ . . .+, w*.
_ . „Aw**
_ .Л. _Ei.»)
..,
2

(3.2Л.)

i* Sparling's (m — l)-form [28,29]. What is interesting here is the structure of the right hand
eq.(3.2.2.): the curvature appears through the Einstein tensor. U is only pseudotensorial,
transforming according to the contragredcnt representation of GL(m, R ) [32]. The importance
of щ and U is shown by the following theorem, due to Sparling [28] for the vacuum case and
Dubois-Violette and Madore [29] for the general case:
Theorem З.2.1.: For any R * -valued horizontal (m-1) form 75 satisfyingdTt-u'i AT, = 0
and к € П. the following statements are equivalent:
(1) i A is torsion free, E* = 0, and £П * Л E .» + *Ъ = 0;
(2) KTÍ + íj = dm;
(З)а(к7,-Н,) = 0.
SÍQC of

m

-

4

This theorem gives an alternative formulation of Einstein's theory: a metric connection on
L{M) is torsion free and satisfies Einstein's equations with matter energy momentum tensor "Pi,
defined by 71 =: T^Ej, iff the Sparling and the Nester - Witten forms satisfy condition (2); which
is equivalent to the Sparling form lo satisfy condition (3) above. In Einstein's theory (3) looks
like as » conservation equation, while (2) tells us the "supcrpotentiaP for the conserved quantity
«71+*<: it is just the Nester • Witten form. But since these quantities are defined in L(M) instead
of M, moreover U and u, are only pseudotensorial forms, the exterior equations (2) and (3) yield
equations in M only if we pull them back along a local section of L(M). In fact, Frauendiener [32]
calculated the pull back of u< andrfu;along a coordinate section of L(M). Here we first repeat
his calculation along a general section and then specialize a to be » coordinate and then a rigid
section. Then we pull back various forms of Sparling's equation (2) above and we will recover a
number of energy -momentum pscudotensors and superpotentials we have considered.
Since Ti is horizontal it has the form T'.Ej, thus the pull back of 7? is independent of tne
section: If (x ,...,x ) is any coordinate system on U then
l

m

,'(Т<) = Ef T^-^-^y^lc^.yJz^

Л... Л aV-.

(3.2.4)

The pull back of the Nester - Witten form along a general section $:U -* L(M) и
г

«•М = -к\А'(0 лад =
2

(3.2.5.)

= -\ («-fci* + *iVU" - <1УЫ.) Л2.0
1

m

If * is a coordinate section and (x ,..., x ) is the corresponding coordinate system on U (and hence
there is no difference between the Greek and Latin indexes), then
=

ги

М

''Ы 7М '"''

"ab)= —

(3.2.6.)

where rVi ' * » von Freud's superpotential given by (2.3.4 ). If < is a rigid section and
is a coordinate system on U, then
24

m

(x\...,x )

Wt)
= Í£f V„ V(E ,),

(3.2.7.)

e

e

e

«hete oU»*' ia Goldberg's auperpotential given by (2.4.7.). Thus, apart from the factor (2(m-2)!
x/JTl)" , the puU b»ck« of u< are the dual of the von Freud and the Goldberg euperpotentiala,
respectively. If щ** ia defined by ш'{щ) = u/VfE,») then the pull back of the exterior derivative
dm can easily be calculated:
1

••(An) = oV(m) = oV* As'(E.») + «*•*•* («ffi.») =

= -2 («Го>|" + « Л * + «,««£.) «*№.).

(3.2Л.)

If a ia a coordinate eection then ЕЦ s ÍJ and, using r U* "* = г 1Л I"), one has
Г

»•(do,) = - 2 ( W + Г .1К-) #•(£.) =
Г

(3.2.9.)

Comparing (3.2.4.) and (3.2.9) with (2.3.5.) one can expect that the pull back of the Sparling
form ia essentially Einstein's canonical energy- momentum pseudotenaor [32,33]. In fact, the pull
back of Sparling's form along a gmeral faction a is

к

••(«*> * -5$(«:*«д -**«£)*" +з* »>и -№*»:, -«.vu* —í,*uf"+
(3.2.10.)
which, if a ia a coordinate section, takes the following form
i

t

«'(<<) = **<V(2>) = *Bl ijj^>/\r\<f.,.... '* '

Л ...Ad«-.

m

1

m

(3.2.11.)

Thus von Freud's equation, given in a coordinate system (z
x ), ia just the pull back of
Sparling's equation along the coordinate section associated to (s ,...,x ).
Similarly, the pull
back of the conservation equation (3) of Theorem 3.2.1. ia juat the pseudo divergence equation
dm (\Л71[С* + BÍ fiÍ) « 0. If a ia a rigid section then
l

K

a

»•(Ли) = - 2 ( # * „ « , " + U^TI» + O , T ; . ) **(E.) *
M

= 5^fcV/')''(Er),
which ia tentorial, and the pull back of Sparling's form is
25

m

- ^ S b U + 2(7Í, - МгЬЫ'

+ V ' T U T S ~ т!,)УЪ)

=

which is also tensorial. Thus although the components of the pull back of Sparling's form deviates
from «a**'« and from KAB^Í too. the pull back of the Sparling equation along a rigid section «
of ЦМ) is just equation (2.4.6.) calculated in the rigid frame determined by g. Thus the various
energy - momentum pseudotensors are not simply pull backs of a single geometric object, e.g. <<,
•long various sections.
Let us define the coritravariant form of the Nester - Witten form simply by u' := j'uj. Then
by (3.1.5.) condition (2) of Theorem 3.2.1. (i.e. Sparling's equation) takes the form
du* = dg'> Л «j + & ащ = к Г + 6*,

(3.2.14.)

where
é

0' := l* - (w'> + J )

Л н;.

(3.2.15.)

Obviously, the pull back of u' along coordinate and rigid sections are essentially the eontravariant form of von Freud's superpotential: -4—ff'V U« °***(E ») and Goldberg's superpotential:
e

*v\t\
\*f*E!a V'„ °*«*(Е Д respectively. Thus one may expect that the pull back of (3.2.14.) along a
coordinate and a rigid section is (2.3.11.) and (2.4.11.), respectively. In fact, the pull back of du'
along a general section is
в

1

s'(oV) = . ' ( d . ^ - 2 M.g'i + J„g") u / V ( E . ) ,
while if T'< is defined by a*(ij) =: т*,**(Е>) then
и

«'(в*) = (г\д

-2(ш'„дЧ

Ы.9*%"У&.).

If/ is a coordinate section then *'(&') gives the contravariant form of Einstein's energy-momentum
(i.e. Bcrgmann's) pseudotensor:

,'{&)=к 0»,'(ЪУ,
Е

but its pull back along a rigid section is not exactly

KAEO'':

,'(0<) ,'(<,)„" =
a

Let us define the dual form of the Nester - Witten form by
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•та let T,,...,. := Г*««,...,.. Then
*•».-*. = «Г,,...,. + в„.... ,

(3.2.17.)

ш

where
,

к

© . , . . - := (<* + (#* « * - »" - J") Л «/) е..,....,..
The pull back of и ..
й9

(3.2.18.)

along a coordinate section is

Ля

rU/Ve.. ..L*43S-») =

47П

t

(3.2.19.)
-

= \dr (19 I O " ) e........£-i^c ,„. „.rf«'» Л... Л oV-,
/

/

and hence

( m

%

"

l ) !

,

(3.2.20)

/r

= j y ^ U (I* I c ") j^zTji««'. «-<"> / -

л Л

л-.л*/-.

Since the pull back ofrfu,,...«,.is the double dual of the symmetric object defining the LandauLtfshits pseudotensor, one may expect that the pull back of 9„...«„ is just the double dual of the
Landau-LifshiU pseudotensor. In fact, the-pull back of (3.2.18.) along a coordinate section is
e

*•(©., . - ) = *W*" "» «-'•(£/).

(3.2.21.)

One can take various forms of the Nester • Witten form and hence the Sparling equation, and
one can then pull them back along various local sections of L(M), yielding different superpotentiab
and pseudotensors derived from Einstein's first order Lagrangian. However, the mathematical
content of all these quantities is the same: it is what Sparling'* equation describes. From physical
point* of view, however, these may have different significance: For example if Kp is any vector
field satisfying d( Kß) = 0 then for the Landau- Lifrhitz pseudotensor we have
a

Ä»(l 9 I {G» + *uf)K )

= ±д,д,Н"»д К

0

{а

« 0.

0)

What i* (globally) conserved here is therefore the integral
b

pjTiji / \/Ы (<?*'+«и?') K J\Tv*H...i,**' А ... л «vß

for an (m - 1 ) dimensional submanifokl. However this is not the energy- momentum of the matter
+ gravity system even if d Kp = 0, since we have an extra y/\J] coeffitient not only in front
of the gravitational part, but in front of the matter part also. If the extra уДд] factor were in
front of the gravitational term only but the matter term had therightcoeffitient then the matter
part could be interpreted e.g. as energy • momentum or angular momentum and, in contrast to
the strange feature of the gravitational part, would suggest the interpretation of the gravitational
a
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part also. The result would be surprising but acceptable [25]. Thus it is hard to interpret these
conserved quantities, in contrast to the integral of the Noether pseudocurrents built up e.g. from
Einstein's pseudotensors. Moreover if К is a Killing vector of the geometry then in general the
pseudocurrent (g | ((?•' + кц**') Kp is not the sum of separately conserved pseudo) currents,
while the Noether pseudo currents built up e.g. from Einstein's pseudotensors are. Perhaps the
Landau- Lifshitz pseudocurrents above should be completed by spin parts, but, since the LsndauLUshits pseudotensor is not a canonical pscudolcnsor, it is not a priori clear how these spin parts
should be defined. At the end of the next paragraph we return to this question and construct the
missing spin part.
v

S.S. The spin form on L(U)
In this paragraph we would like to recover the canonical spin pseudotensors of Einstein's theory
as pull backs of a single differential form on ЦМ), and we would like to interpret this form as
the geometric object describing the spin content of gravity. However, there may be different forms
((m — 1) forms and (m — 2) forms) on L(M) whose pull backs yield the same pseudotensora. (For
example —u, is such an (m - 2) form.) But the spin pseudotensors satisfy Belinfante - Rosenfeld
equations, thus, in addition, we want to have an exterior differential equation on L(M) whose pull
backs are just the Belinfante - Roeenfcld equations.
The quantities in the Belinfantc - Rose»field equations have two free indexes, thus the spin
form would have two free indexes loo. Since the spin pseudotensors are three index quantities and
we would like to recover them as the duals of the components of the pull backs (as in the case of
Sparling's form), the spin form must be an (m - 1) form. Thus minus the Nester - Witten form
is not the spin form we are searching for. However, the fact that the pull backs of —14 yield the
canonical spin pseudotensors suggests to define the spin form by
0*1 := <P Л щ = iu,-» Л (íj £.» + «iE« - ЦК*) .
This is a gl{m,TL) -valued pseudotcnsorial (m - 1) form on L(M) of type ad GL(m,K).

(3.3.1.)
It is

interesting that its trace,
<r\ = i ( m - 2 K » A £ b
e

is к(т — 2) times the (m - 1) form whose exterior derivative has been dropped from £ Я £ to
obtain the m-form describing Einstein's Lagrangian. The pull back of ff'i along a local section
i:U -* ЦМ) is:

2

v

(3.3.2.)

Thus if « is a coordinate section (when there is no difference between Latin and Greek indexes),
then
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« V í ) = Kfi<r'V(i:.) =
к

t,

{ З З Л )

= ^•^(^rj);^/ísl«..,....Л A ...Ad««-,
while if s is a rigid section then

The form «r»i therefore seems to be*a good candidate to be the spin form we search for.
For a moment let us consider general, not necesserily torsion free, metric connection«. Then,
using (3.1.2.),(3.1.3.) and the general Sparling equation (3.2.2.), we have
-oV i = -dfl* Л и,| + ¥ Л ащ =
= ^Aw«»A(í/£.»« + <ÍE«» + <ÍE ) + ^ E + l' ,
i

ÍM

j

é

( 3

"'

)

where
1^: = 0* At,- + ш*. Äff* Л и< =
1
= -i(^w-.Aw »AE » + w , A ( w * - w ' ^ A E . i + w ' . A ^ ' M w")AEi.).
,

e

(3 ЗЛ)

i

-

Using cq.(3.3.5.) and the fact that E is horizontal one can prove easily the next theorem.
m

Theorem З.З.1.: Lel T = T» <E> be any horizontal R * -valued (m - 1) form on L(M),
к 6 R and m / 2. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) w"» is torsion free, S' = 0, and &i = nPi,
{l)KTiiZ + t>i = -deii.
é

Thus the connections satisfying Einstein's theory can be characterised in terms of 1^ and the
spin form too. The exterior derivative of (2) above looks like as a conservation equation again,
but Einstein's equations, in contrast to Theorem З.2.1., can be recovered from this conservation
' equation only up to a non specified cosmological constant:
m

Theorem 3.3.2.: Let T = T'tZj be any horizontal R * -valued (m - I) form on ЦМ),
satisfying dTi - w'i Л T, = 0, к € R «id m ф 2. Then
(Г) w*» is torsion free and ЗА € R such that &i + A</ = «ТЛ,
(3)d(«T',E + l'<)=0
are equivalent statements.
Proof: To prove (Г) -» (3) it is enough to show that dÍAÍJEj = 0, but, because of the
vanishing of the torsion, it follows from eq.(3.1.6.).
To prove the converse, first calculate the exterior derivative of/V After a simple but rather
long calculation we arrive at
t
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,

-Ъй* = П \ Л (*? (w** - «*•) Л Е.» + 2 » w» Л Е*+
{

J

i

+ •? ( »i - «i») л Е.» + (*" +«**) Л Е«.)+
w

, -

(33.7.)
а

+ 3* Л (*>"« Лы Л Е*. + «Л Л («** - w**) Л Е^.+
+ «%A(w«+«»*)AE,„).
Furthermore, because of the condition imposed on 71:
с*(Т*<Е) = d(Q> ATt) = 2* AT* - w ' . A i ' A i ; - *» AoTj =
= S* Á 71 - T^w* Л E + Ti&'i Л Е,
t

thus the condition (3) of Theorem 3.3.2. takes the form
0 = -2d(«T»<E +!',) = -2к2* Л T< + 2K(7*V« - Т>,ш\) Л Е - Ш> .

(З.ЗЛ.)

t

n

Let {D } be the collection of fundamental vectorfieldsassociated to the Weyl basis of j/(m,It).
Recall [27] that {D ) together with the standard horizontal vector fields {£(<•)} form a basis
on L(M), dual to {ы'ь.О'У, and hence w*»(D ") = 6^6? and »"(Д.*) = 0. Taking the interior
product of eq.(3.3.8.) first with D and with D/ and then contracting in j and r and in m and
s we obtain:
m

n

m

m

n

m

0 = (2-m)E«AW"For m / 2 this implies the vanishing of the torsion. Substituting S' = 0 back to eq.(3.3.8.) and
using (3.1.10) we have
0 = 2((Я'. - «Г',) Ы'< - (Я*, - KVÍ)J.)
n

Taking its interior product with D

m

Л Е-

and contracting in n and i:

Я^-±Я*> = к ( Г > - ± 7 М ) 4

This equation can be rewritten in the following form:
( ^ - «7*, = - 4 ( ^ ( m - 2 ) Я + £ ^ ) = • - 4 Л .
But then, because of Ihe contracted (second) Bianchi identity and the differential condition imposed
on Ti, A must be constant.^
In the rest of this paragraph we calculate the pull backs of condition (2) of Theorem 3.3.1.
and its contravariant and dual forms.
If о*и is defined by « V < ) = '"<•*(£«) then
:

i^dJi) = » У , Л •*(£,) + <r'V(«T.) s

- ( | ? ^ , + ^1ы8.у(0.
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)

If «is a coordinate section then

«•(«vo = -J==М«У471*^У(Е),
while for arigidsection it it
t * i V , ) = ^ABü" KEf

)t»(E).

ß

The pull back oT^j it

f (<M = «•(#*) A *•(*,) +«i..'(r ) Л .-(о*,) =

= (,W.^Hs>.

( 3 3 1 0 )

For coordinate section thit it jutt
*•(«',) = «*<'.**(Е),
i.e. Einttein't pteudolensor again, while for arigidsection

That, observing that oVs'"** = dßB^p «id .go*"*; = . B S " V the pull backs of condition (2)
above along coordinate orrigidsections arc the equations (2.3.8.) and (2.4.23.), respectively.
One can take the contravariant form of the tpin form, <г>* := <г*,д", and ita exterior derivative:
- o V e * T " + e",

(3.3.11.)

where
i ,

,<

e . = i + (w'«+w")Aff',.

(3.3.12.)

The pull back of 6 " along a general tectum ie

*•(€>>') = (т* + «4У" + (wíy + *„№.)*'&).

(3.3.13.)

Thut for a coordinate section
i

,

*'(e") = ic^ * (E),
while for a rigid section

s'(e") = »V«vr =
The calculations thow that the pull backt of eq.(3.3.11.) along coordinate or rigid sections are
eq.(2.3.15.) and (2.4.23.), respectively. Trivially, the pull backs of the antisymmetric part of
eq.(3.3.11.) are the Beltnftnte - Rosenfeld equstiont.
For the sake of completeness,finally,let ut consider the dual form of the tpin form:
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•V...

»•* Л «*......

(3.3.14.)

TWo
i

-*» .,....- = « ^ ^ . . . - E + 6*.,..._,

(3.3.15.)

»кем Т*„„., := Г*«е ,..., and
ш

м

ш

в*.,..., := в"«.,,. . . - <Л Л »"г,„.....

(3.3.16.)

т

Тке pell back of •*.,...,. .along a coordinate section is

•V.-...) = - | ( ~ l ) !

a / ( lf

<P

t

ЛеГ

Л

' " ^ - - * " » '- * -

Л < f a t

""»

and hence
r

-Л«^.,.. J = \±drd.(\ 91 c ")«..... .„«....,„*»• л... л d*4
Therefore the pull back * (©*«,.....) must yield the Landau- Lifshits pseudotensor again, In fact,
it»

•Чв'.,.....) = Лв")*..,..... - «lts**W....«*(E) =
and therefore the pull back of eq.(3.3.15.) along a coordinate section is equivalent to

-«Ml9\B*">) =!9\ ( G * + « « ! * ) .
Thus s.io*°* :ss ъ**** plays the role of the spin pseudotensor in the Landau- Lifshitz case also.
Because of the symmetry of G* and ц,Р*, the algebraic Belinfante - Roeenfeld equation is simply
©V(l ** I LL^ ^) - 0. The Belinfante • Rosenfeld combination of these pseudotensors is essentially
tentorial again:
fi

e

Л

19 I i t « " + d„ (| 9 | {и.о*'

+

t t < r

. M + H*"J)) ш
M

Ike Noether pseudocurrent, associated to a vector field Jf **, is defined by

Then ( в I ( * £ i C [ K ] + CK*) is alway« pseudoconeerved. However, if К is a Killing vector
of the geometry then, in general, it is net the sum of separately (p#eudo)con*ervH matter and
. gravitational pseudocurrents: We have only
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о = d (| 91 ( « с т ч + с к.)) =
ß

м

+ «4.(1 * I м С И Н 10 IGTK,^
and hence the gravitational Noether pseudocurrent is not pseudoconeerved even for a Killing vector
K. For vectorfieldssatisfying c\«A>) = 0 the pseudocurrent | g \ (КЦСЧЩ+СК,)
is the sum
of two separately peeudoconserved parts: thefirst,as we saw at the end of the previous paragraph,
m | 9 | {KU.II" + C * ) # , ; and the second is | * | L' ' 8 ,K .
However, if /f generates
coordinate rotation then the second part is not sero, and, if we accepted the interpretation of
11**°* as the spin pseudotensor of gravity in the Landau- Lifshits formulation - which view would
be supported by the interpretation of e^j as the spin form and the fact that the relation between
u.9*° and Lii* » the-same that between e.g. '
and gf* -, the result would be rather
surprising: the orbital and spin angular momenta of gravity would be separately conserved. This
strange behaviour, together with others mentioned above and at the end of the previous paragraph,
supports our view that the proper energy -momentum and spin pseudotensors of gravity are the
canonical ones.
p p

L

p

fi

t

t

r

ßafi

B

34. The Noetkerform on L(M)
Let К be any vectorfieldon M and {K*) be the collection of functions on ЦМ) defined
by K: if u> = (p, {£.}) € L{M) then let K*(w) be the ath component of К in the basis {£.}
at T M. (In the language of Kobayashi and Nomizu [27] {K*} is a sero form on L(M) of type
(R ,GL(m,R)).) Thus L .K = 62K , where D is the fundamental vectorfieldon L(M)
associated to the element e " of the Weyl basis of gl[m, R). К is a conformal Killing vector on
M И1 Ъ ц )Кь + Ь у )К„ s tlg,t for some GL[m, R)- invariant function il on L(M); and К is
a Killing vector iff ft = 0. Here {£(£*)) are the standard horizontal vectorfieldson ЦМ).
The gravitational Noether form, associated to K, is defined by
f

m

n

Dm

a

m

m

m

В

л

В

¥

C(K]: = e V i , + rfA'.Au- =
= в'К, + Л>*. Л u' + L

#

B ( M

A> ».

Then trivially
(3.4.2.)

в

а(К и )=С[К)-¥кТ*К ,
а

я

and the pull back of C[K) along a general local section of ЦМ) is
e

«•(C(K]) = $'(e )K

a

+ S(dK.) Л #•(«')

e

= *'(9 )A'. +

ЕЦд„Кц'(^).

(3.4Л.)

If • is a coordinate section then
0

$'(C[K\) - кЦГ'К, + ff'"' O Kß)$*(L ),
E
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(ЗАЛ.)

which is just the Noether pseudocurrcnt (2.3.17.) built up from the Einstein pseudotensors in
holonomic description. For a rigid section the pull back is
*'(C[K]) =

+ .*»•-*«.*-)••<!:,) =

К(. Ф»'К\
В

,

(

= к( <Г>К„ + с'">1 Ч,.К ,)ж-{Ъ .),
ЛБ

АЕ

1

1

'

'

the Noether current (2.4.17.), (2.4.26.). Thus although the pull backs of the Sparling type forms
ti, i', and 6', 6*' along rigid sections arc not exactly the tensors AB^Í *nd лв& > respectively,
the pull backs of the Noether form are the Noether (pseudo)currents. The Noether form is there»
fore seems to be the geometric object on ЦМ) which, with appropriately chosen vector field K,
describes the momentum -angular momentum content of gravity.
A simple consequence* of eq. (.1.4.2.) is d(C[K) + кТ'Ка) = 0; and since
е

dC[K] = -K(rf/v Л T* + K.dT)
e

=

= -кЬ .)К»Т*»Е,
в(4

and the symmetry T** = 7****\ implied by the symmetry of Einstein's tensor in absence of torsion,
CJK) is closed for Killing vectors.

4. Summary and discussion

In the present paper the "orthodox" ры mlotensorial description of the gravitational linear and
angular momenta was reexamined. In the usual approach three difficulties are involved: (1) There
is an ambiguity in the definition of the conserved quantities: one can add to them arbitrary curb,
and it does not seem to have a selection rule to rule out this ambiguity. With an appropriate curl
one can obtain the completely different energy - momentum expressions of Einstein, Bergmann,
Mailer, Komar etc. (2) In contrast to the requirement of the principle of general covariance the
conserved quantities are in general not geometric objects. Although Komar's expression is tensorial,
but at infinity for the Kerr spacctime it yields 2 ^ as the angular momentum / mass ratio instead
of the expected •£ [8]. In the "m - legs" formalism of gravity the conserved quantities are all
S0(p,q) • gauge dependent. (3) The conserved quantities are associated to vector fields on the
spacetime manifold. Thus they arc built up not only from the gravitational field variables, but
the actual vector field too. Therefore there are infinitely many conserved quantities even if the
superpotential is fixed. One wants to identify m of them as the linear, and Jm(m - 1) as the
angular momentum. However it is not a priori clear how to choose the corresponding vector fields
and what is the interpretation of the remaining infinite conserved quantities.
In the first part of this paper the first difficulty was tried to resolve. To choose from the
mathematically possible infinitely many conserved currents and pseudotensores we followed the
scenario of the Lagrangian theory of matter fields. However, at least in well known textbooks on
field theory, this formalism is available only for first order Lagrangians. Since we wanted to consider
not only first order, but second order Lagrangian too, first we had to generalize the formalism.
This has been done in paragraph 2.1.
In contrast to the canonical energy • momentum and spin tensors the symmetric energy momentum tensor has several attractive properties, e.g. gauge invariante, independence of total
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divergences added to the Lagrangian, and its contraction with any Killing vector is conserved if the
field equations are satisfied. Thus the symmetric energy - momentum tensor seems to be better
to describe the energy - momentum and angular momentum of fields. However, conceptually the
notion of energy, momentum and angular momentum is connected to the first Noether theorem.
In fact, this theorem, applied for the material action, gives us just the identity (2.1.10.) and
predicts the conservation of the Noether current (2.1.14.), provided К is a Killing vector and the
Add equations are satisfied. On the other hand, the interpretation of the symmetric energy momentum tensor as the relativistic energy - momentum density of fields is possible only since
it is the Belinfante - Roscnfcld combination of the canonical tensors. One may say that this
interpretation is a matter of taste. However, this can be so until gravitation is taken into account.
In fart, there is no gravitational counterpart of the symmetric energy - momentum tensor of the
matter fields, even in principle, while one can apply the first Noether theorem for the total action
and any vector field and obtain conserved Noether currents. The symmetric energy - momentum
tensor of the matter fields is simply the "source density of gravitation*.
Unfortunately, as we saw at the beginning of paragraph 2.2., we cannot introduce acceptable
tentorial energy momentum and angular momentum expressions for gravity, and hence, for lack
of better, we should use the so-called pseudotensorial quantities. Since we would like to have as
complete characterization of the energy, momentum and angular momentum properties of gravity
as it is possible, we had to consider the gravitational counterpart not only of the canonical energy
• momentum, but the spin tensor as well. These pscudotensors were defined for second order
Lagrangians in the rest of paragraph 2.2.
Paragraphs 2.3., 2.4. and 2.5. are systematic applications of the general Lagrangian scenario.
Firt tlie metric was chosen as the gravitational field variable and Einstein's first order Lagrangian
was considered. It was shown that the spin pseudotensor play» the role of a superpotential for
the energy - momentum pseudotensor and von Freud's superpotential is distinguished among the
superpotentials by the Lagrangian formalism. The contravariant form of 'hese pscudotensors were
defined and it was shown that they satisfy the Belinfante - Rosenfeld equations. Furthermore,
their Delinfante • Rosenfeld combination is just Einstein's tensor. The Noether pseudocurrent,
defined in the standard way, was shown to give the angular momentum expression of Bergmum
and Thomson as a special case.
Then, instead of the metric, a rigid basis of 1 - forms was chosen as the field variable. The spin
pseudotensor, apart from the factor y/\g'\, was shown to be (ensoriaf, just minus the superpotential
of Goldberg. A tentorial canonical energy - momentum expression was found, such that these
tensors satisfy the tentorial Belinfante - Roscnfeld relations. The Noether current constructed
from them is also tensorial. However, they are not invariant with respect to local rigid rotations
of the basis 1 - forms.
Finally, Hubert's second order Lagrangian was considered. It was found that the canonical
energy - momentum pseudotensor is nothing but Miller's energy - momentum pseudotensor, in
troduced originally in a completely different way. The spin pseudotensor plays also the role of a
superpotential and distinguishes Mßller's superpotential. The results do not depend on whether
the field variable is the metric or a rigid basis of 1 forms. (In the previous two cases not only the
description, but the Lagrangian was different too.)
Now turn to the problem of the appearing contradiction to the principle of general covariance.
As is usually stated the principle of general covariance requires that the laws of Nature must have a
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form containing only geometric objects. In the holonomk description the Noether pseudocurrents
are not tentorial objects, in contrast to the requirement of the principle of general »variance. Al
though for first order Lagrangian and anholonomic description the Noether current is a true vector
field, but it depends on the basis 1-forms; i.e. it is 0(p,q) -gauge dependent. The stronger form
of the principle of general covariance formulated e.g. in [1] does not allow this gauge dependence
either.
However, if the geometric objects in the principle of general covariance were not required to
be geometric objects on tke spaeetime manifold, but they were allowed to be geometric objects «a
tke manifold of frames of tke tpaeetime; i.e. on the bundle of linear frames ЦМ) over M, and
if the previous coordinate and/or gauge dependent quantities and formulae could be reformulated
in terms e.g. of differential forms on ЦМ), then the contradiction with the principle of general
covariance would be resolved. This reformulation of the canonical pseudotensors for the first order
gravitational Lagrangian was done in the second part of this paper.
First we defined the Nester - Witten and Sparling forms on the bundle of linear frames (as
Frauendiener did in four dimensions [32]) in m dimensions (as Dubois • Violette and Madore did
on the bundle of orthonormal frames [31]), and then their contravariant and dual forms were
introduced. Frauendiener has shown that the pull back of Sparling's form along a coordinate
section of L(M) is Einstein's canonical energy • momentum pseudotensor, and the pull back of the
contravariant form of Sparling's form was tried to identify as the Landau - Lifshits pseudotensor
[32,33]. Here we showed that the pull back (along a coordinate section) of the contravariant form
of Sparling's form is Bcrgmann's pseudotensor, while the Landau • Lifshitz pseudotensor can be
recovered as the pull back of the dual fom of Sparling's form. The pull backs of Sparling's form and
its contravariant form were calculated along rigid sections of L(M) too. It turned out that although
the results are tensorial but neither the canonical energy - momentum tensor nor its contravariant
form is a simple pull back of some form of Sparling's form. However, the pull backs of the full
Sparling equation (or its contravariant form) always yield the equations giving the canonical energy
- momentum tensors in terms of the corresponding siipcrpolenlials.
Then a gl(m,Ti) -valued (m - 1) form, the so-called spin form and its contravariant form
were defined. It is known that by means of Sparling's form one can give necessary and sufficient
conditions for a metric connection becing torsion free and solution of Einstein's equations. It was
proved that similar equivalent characterization of Einstein's theory is possible by means of the spin
form too. The pull back of the spin form and its covariant form along any section are shown to
be the corresponding canonical spin psetidotcnsor. Exterior differential equations for the various
forms of the spin form could be derived, the pull backs of whose antisymmetric part are always
the Bclinfante - Rosenfeld equations for the (pscudo) tensors. Finally, for any vector field of the
spacetime an (m - 1) form, called the Noether form, was defined on ЦМ), whose pull backs are
always the corresponding Noether pseudocurrents.
Tie comparison of the apparently different and complicated pseudotensorial calculations with
the simple differential form approach suggests to consider the bundle of linear frames as more
natural arena to describe the gravitational (and, to retain the unity of physics, the physical)
phenomena than the spacelime itself. Although it has been shown only in the holonomic and
anholonomic descriptions that the pseudotensorial formulae and quantities can be recovered from
Sparling's equation and differential forms on ЦМ), respectively, we interpret the spin form (it
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is only a name here), the Sparling form and the Neater - Witten form a* the spin and energy momentum form of gravity, and the superpotential for the energy - momentum form, respectively.
Accepting this interpretation and recalling that the Landau - LifshiU pseudotensor is a pull
back of the dual form of Sparling's form along a coordinate section, the pull back of the deal
form of the spin form would have to be interpreted as the spin pseudotensor in the Landau - Lifshits approach. (Since the Landau - LifshiU energy - momentum pseudotensor is яе-i a canonical
pseudotensor, one cannot use the Lagrangian scenario to construct the corresponding spin pseudotensor.) However, it turned out that the orbital and spin parts of the total Landau - Libbits
angular momentum are separately conserved. This mi^ht suggest not to consider the Landau •
LifshiU pseudotensors as the proper quantities describing the energy - momentum and angular
momentum properties of gravity.
Unfortunately, we could not recover Miller's superpotential, preudotensors and Norther pseudocurrent as pull backs of certain differential forms on L(kf) such that, at the same time, the
pull backs of the exterior differential equations for them would be the familiar pseudotensorial
equations.
The reformulation of the pseudotensorial formalism in the coordinate free differential geometric
language does not mean, of course, that the notion of gravitational energy • momentum and angular
momen'um became coordinate (gauge) independent. Mathematically this gauge dependence is
coded in the non horizontal character of th- Nester • Witten, Sparling, spin and the Noether
forms, and hence their pull backs along local sections of ЦМ) will depend on the actual sections.
(In the language of [27] these forms are only pscudotcnsolial, but not tcnsorial.)
The gauge dependence of the Noether current is not a specific property of gravity, it is common
in non abeiian gauge theories: In the gauge theory specified at the end of paragraph 2.1. the field
equation for the connection fields is

where Jp, the "source density of the connection fields", is defined as the functional derivative of
the particle action with respect to A*. Denoting the second term on the right by jf, the connection
field equation is equivalent to

While Jp и gauge covarianl, neither >£ nor the right hand side, the superpotential for the conserved
currents, is gauge covenant. This is the reason why j$ is sometimes called pseudocurrent. Since
it is proportional to the structure constant of G, it vanishes for abeiian G.
If, however, the notion of gravitational energy • momentum and angular momentum is nec
essarily gauge dependent, one may ask whether it is good for anything at all, and the problem
considered here is not only a rule how to split the gauge independent Einstein tensor into energy momentum and spin parts in a gauge dependent way. Is'nt it a pure gauge? It would be difficult
to avoid this question if we wanted to have only local, energy density - like ouantities. However,
if we have a closed (m - 2) dimensional submanifold $ in W then, in contrast to internal gauge
theories, S may be used to reduce the gauge freedom at the point« off. Thus althuogh we use the
non - horizontal Nester • Witten form, the integral of its pull backs to $ along the preferred local
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section« may be well defined quasi local integrals. These quasi local integrals will be considered in
our following paper (34].
Finally, in this paper we did not deal with difficulty (3). The vector field K, ifit was specified
at all, was defined by certain properties of the coordinate transformation it generated. It does
not seem to be possible to specify К geometrically within the framework considered here. Quasi
locally, however, there is a dance to define К to generate acceptable linear and angular momenta
of the matter + gravity system.
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